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 Compatible with all
mechanical & electronic
engines

 Operator manual start/stop
control

 Automatic fault shutdown
protection and indication

 Tier 4 compliant
 TSC1 throttle control via the

J1939 network
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P300 Control Panel 
For Stationary engine applications

HOW TO ORDER 

DESCRIPTION 

Panel P300 provides operator-controlled start/stop, and automatic fault shutdown and 
indication for mechanical and electronic engines. The panels are primarily used in stationary 
engine applications such as pumps, crushers, drill rigs, etc.

Operator control is through a 3 position key switch on the panel. 

Outputs are provided for the control of engine fuel and start signals. Automatic engine 
shutdown may be triggered by inputs such as oil pressure, coolant temperature and coolant 
level - designed for operation with engine-mounted sensors or switches.

The instruments is housed in a rugged, IP65 metal case. Electrical connection is through an 
integral harness with ring, blade and Deutsch connectors, for direct mating with the engine.

P300-12          12VDC Panel
P300-24          24VDC Panel
Please use the panel questionnaire to order
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Operating Voltage: 6-36 VDC; reverse polarity protected 
(display only)       
Operating Temperature: -40° to 185° F (-40° to 85° C) 
Storage Temperature:  -40° to 185° F (-40° to 85° C)      
Total Current Consumption:  10 W Max (display only)   
Viewing Area:  3.8” (97 mm) QVGA (320 x 240 pixels); 
mono-chrome transflective LCD with white LED backlight 
and heater Viewing Angle:  ±50° horizontally; +45° / -60° 
vertically       
Panel Enclosure: Powder-coated      
Alarms:  Red and amber warning LEDs; Set point 
triggered output for external piezo buzzer or shut-down 
relay       
Mating Connectors:  21 Position, Deutsch HDP26-24-
21SE      
Sealing:  IP66 and 67 (Display only)       
Vibration and Shock:  7.86 g random vibe (5-2000 Hz) 
and ±50 g shock in 3 axes (Display only)   

Communications: CAN (SAE J1939) and RS-485 
Modbus Languages:  English, Spanish, French, 
Italian and German      
Outputs (2):  (2) 500 mA; switched low-side      
Inputs (8): (4) Resistive Analog       
(3) Analog: 0-5 V, 4-20 mA (analog or digital
(1) Frequency (2 Hz - 10 KHz, 3.6 VAC-120 VAC)
EMC/EMI: 2004/108/EC and 2006/95/EC directives
EN61000-6-4:2001 (emission)
EN61000-6-2:2001 (immunity)
EN50121-3-2 and EN12895
SAE J1113/2, 4, 11, 12, 21, 24, 26 and 41


